Miles’ medical journey has not slowed him down.
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Volunteers are the heart of our House!
Since 1984, the dedicated volunteers, supporters and staff of Ronald McDonald House Charities® Eastern Wisconsin have rallied around our mission – to keep families together and promote the health and well-being of children.

The House wouldn’t be the home it is today without the 550+ volunteers who tirelessly give their time and talents. Without them, it would not have been possible for us to manage 2,951 family stays, totaling 21,596 nights in 2019. It is with gratitude that we recognize them in this issue of HomeWord.

With 2020 underway, our vision for the future has never been clearer. Our mission continues to be at the heart of every thought, strategy and action, and we are focused on expanding our reach. There are some exciting new things on the horizon; stay tuned for updates as the year progresses.

Here’s to a new year, a new decade and a clear focus for the future of RMHC Eastern Wisconsin and our guest families.

Meet Our New Chairman of the Board

The year was 1993. Todd Jones, an auditor at Price Waterhouse, was assigned to RMHC Eastern Wisconsin's financial audit. Little did he know that it was the House's mission that would impact him. It wasn't until 2013 that he re-engaged with the House as a member of the Board of Directors. Since then, he has been a member of multiple committees; he and his wife Kim even chaired the 2019 Gala.

Todd spends his time outside of RMHC® in a variety of ways. By day, he is the Vice President and Controller of Northwestern Mutual, an organization known for helping families and businesses achieve financial security for more than 160 years. They are also a generous supporter of RMHC Eastern Wisconsin, funding our Healthy Meal Program, sharing countless hours of volunteer time and so much more. A Marquette University alumnus, Todd enjoys spending time with Kim and their two daughters.

We are grateful for Todd’s support, and we are pleased to welcome him to his new leadership role.
On November 2, 2011, Lindsey and Rob Pearson welcomed Miles into the world. Arriving three months early, Miles spent the first weeks of his life at ThedaCare Regional Medical Center in Neenah, Wisconsin. Eventually, Lindsey had to return to work on a part-time basis, and that’s where she was when she received the phone call that would turn the Pearsons’ world upside down.

A seemingly harmless bump on Miles’ belly turned out to be necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC), a bacterial infection in the wall of the intestine. His intestine had ruptured and his little body had become septic. The only chance Miles had for survival was to be airlifted to Children’s Wisconsin. Reliant on a breathing machine (that had never been used on an infant before in flight), there was great uncertainty around whether Miles would even survive the flight.

Lindsey held Miles close, walked him down to the helicopter pad and made the trek from Neenah to Milwaukee. His first of several surgeries was performed bedside. Lindsey recalls, “I remember the surgeon sitting down and saying, ‘He is by far the sickest child in the state of Wisconsin right now, and I don’t know if he will survive the night.’”

Miles did survive, and he became one of the first infants to be treated with a technique that enabled surgeons to keep his incision open so they could clean out the sepsis every two to three days while protecting him from further infection.
The Pearsons knew they had a long road ahead of them. They had been staying at a nearby hotel and the bills were starting to add up. Lindsey is the first to admit that she was skeptical – turned off, even – about staying at the Ronald McDonald House®. She wasn’t sure she’d have privacy, and she did not want to feel that she had to talk about what was happening with Miles with others at the House. After some encouragement from her mom and husband, Lindsey came to see the House and her preconceived notions were quickly proven wrong. Over the next three months, the House became the Pearson family’s home.

Lindsey reflects on her long nights at the House. “The prayers I would say at night, the thoughts of what he was going to be like if he did survive – all these things happened here. I cried here. I laughed here. We celebrated our first Christmas being parents in this home.”

Lindsey recalls sharing the tiny living space in their long term room with their extended family for what would turn out to be a very special holiday. Knowing there was something so much more important than opening gifts when they did not know what was going to happen with Miles, it was comforting to have a place where everyone could come together.

Miles’ seventh and final surgery posed a 50/50 chance of survival. With the infection under control, surgeons would determine whether his remaining bowel would enable him to go on to live a healthy life. If there was too much damage, he likely would not survive beyond his first birthday. When Miles’ surgery finished two hours ahead of schedule, it was hard not to assume the worst. But that day, the Pearsons received the very best news – Miles was going to be just fine.

Today, Miles is happy, healthy and fully aware of the impact RMHC Eastern Wisconsin had on his family. Lindsey describes him as witty, funny, giving, kind and genuine – anyone who interacts with him is touched in some way. He has an old soul that so many are drawn to. In a recent progress report from school, Miles’ teacher shared that he is kind-hearted and helpful, and that he puts a smile on her face every day.

The Pearsons make it a point to give back to the House that became a home for them during the most difficult time in their lives. Each year before Christmas, the family makes the trip from Neenah to deliver wish list items. Historically, they have filled their car to the brim with food and toys, but 2019 was different. That’s when Miles experienced the Magic Room for the first time, inspiring him to ask his friends for toys he could donate in lieu of gifts for his 8th birthday. If that wasn’t generous enough, he also donated two-thirds of the money he had saved throughout the year.

Having recently joined the Ronald McDonald House Charities Eastern Wisconsin Board of Directors, Lindsey is also generous with her time and talents. She is excited to make a difference and be a bigger part of paying it forward to provide the comfort and support that her family experienced firsthand eight years ago.

Lindsey’s employer, Badger Liquor, has been incredibly supportive. Not only did they allow her all the time and flexibility she needed while Miles was in the hospital, their generosity extends to RMHC Eastern Wisconsin through:

• A very generous gift-matching program
• Company-wide wish list drives
• Pop tab collections
• Auction baskets for the annual Golf Classic & Black Tie Gala
• Wine sponsorship for the 2020 Chefs’ Dinner

Thank you Badger Liquor!
With a big smile and unique style, Daylea Herring falls right in with kids her age. A long-time Spider-Man fan, she also loves the color blue and spending time at her great-grandparents’ farm. She is thriving in school, gaining independence and curious about the world around her.

Unlike most 8-year-olds, Daylea is 4 years post liver transplant. She and her family continue to travel to Milwaukee every six months for follow-up medical appointments and stay at RMHC Eastern WI for a night or two.

Daylea doesn't let her transplant protocol stop her. She enjoys talking to others about her experiences at the Ronald McDonald House because when she's here, she feels like a "normal kid." The Herrings support the House whenever they can (a favorite is collecting toys for the Magic Room) to say thank you.

In 2014, 11-month-old Marysue Truckey was unexpectedly diagnosed with liver cancer after being seen for abdominal pain. Since then, the Truckeys have stayed at RMHC Eastern WI 74 times! The longest stretch was for seven months and 16 days, when Marysue received a liver transplant.

She is still followed closely by the liver team, and the Truckeys take extra precautions in crowded places where simple illnesses may lurk, since it takes her longer to recover.

Now, at age 6, Marysue is doing well and loving Kindergarten. She enjoys playing in the snow, dancing and horseback riding, but the Ronald McDonald House remains her all-time favorite place! She always looks forward to appointments knowing there's a friend to play with (and a Magic Room token) waiting for her.

Katelyn DeRycke loves an adventure – from travel to basketball, swimming to playing outside, she’s always ready for fun! Born with Autosomal Recessive Polycystic Kidney Disease, Katelyn is 10 years post kidney transplant and almost five years post-liver transplant.

Having stayed at the House 27 times since 2015, Katelyn’s family has embraced their own mission to help the House when there is a need. When RMHC Eastern Wisconsin needed 100 new stuffed animals in less than 30 days for the Hospitality Bag program, the DeRyckes stepped up to the challenge and collected 1,000! Katelyn delivered them personally, ensuring each one was delivered with love.

Despite a challenging past year with increased seizure activity, Katelyn’s medical team has recently found the right balance of medication. This means Katelyn and her family are looking forward to far more seizure-free days and new adventures!
550+ volunteers share their time and talents to help keep our House clean, comfortable and safe. Here’s an inside look at how some of our volunteers contribute to our mission and why they give back.

A Real Jack (Well, Mary) of All Trades

If you’ve ever visited RMHC Eastern Wisconsin, you’ve likely seen Mary Harker in action. A House volunteer for nearly 16 years, Mary has done it all! She works two hospitality shifts per week, fills in for the front office when needed, helps with new volunteer training and lends a helping hand at events like the Golf Classic, Gala and Holiday Boutique. If you ask her, though, she’ll tell you she’s best known around the House for managing the laundry – which is certainly a sizable task.

When Mary thinks back, one of her fondest times at the House was during our expansion in 2014. “It was very exciting to see the new addition come to life and rewarding to know that we could serve so many more families.” She reminisced that both the Gala and Christmas Fantasy House charitable events were held at the House that year, enabling us to invite people in to learn more about our mission and highlight the community’s support.

Why does Mary share her time with the House? “It feels really good to have done something for someone else. I really like the people here and know they appreciate what we do for them. The staff has become my extended family.”

A Foundation For The Future

In 2019, Ronald McDonald House Charities Eastern Wisconsin established a Teen Ambassador program. Our founding members of the program, high school juniors and seniors, are dedicated RMHC Eastern Wisconsin Teen Hospitality Volunteers. The Teen Ambassadors were selected via an application process for their demonstration of strong leadership skills and commitment to our mission.

Our Teen Ambassadors work within their schools and communities to raise awareness and share our mission. They also provide support by helping with House events like our Family Halloween Party and making fleece tie blankets for families.

Teamwork Makes The Dream Work

From Friday Jeans Day donations and pop tab collections, to sponsorships and volunteering, our friends from Old Republic Risk Management (ORRM) have made a real impact at the House over the past two years. Rotating teams of volunteers tackle some big jobs around the House, from deep cleaning guest rooms and helping maintain outdoor spaces to inventorying donations and lending a hand at charity events like the Christmas Fantasy House.

ORRM recognizes the value of fostering teamwork through volunteering. The experiences at RMHC have built comradery and a sense of purpose for employees, allowing their generosity and character to shine. They return to the office proud of their accomplishments at the House. This, in turn, energizes attitudes and furthers a culture of appreciation and recognition for each other and the community.

Giving back is natural for the staff at ORRM: “Part of our corporate mission is to earn and protect the public trust by being caring corporate citizens in the communities in which we live and work. Our partnership with RMHC Eastern Wisconsin has been a tremendous opportunity to further that mission and we look forward to continuing to build on our relationship.”
Ronald McDonald House Charities Eastern Wisconsin is a special place any time of year (where else can you explore a Secret Garden AND experience a Magic Room?), but the House really comes alive during the holidays.

The wonder is made possible with a little help from our friends, of course! It all begins when the decorations come out of storage. Many hands make light work as boxes are hauled and unpacked, revealing their contents with the promise of making the season a little brighter.

This past holiday season, our friends from Kohl’s, the 2020 James W. Pihos Award recipient*, banded together to decorate inside and out with trees, garland and ornaments galore. And if you’ve never seen the intricate villages that are lovingly displayed by a team of dedicated volunteers, you are really missing out. Even the halls and guest family room doors were decked with boughs of holly and other jolly décor.

Décor met donations with a unique gift from Eisenhower Elementary School. The 11th annual “Eisenhower Tree” was adorned this year with $1,545 worth of gift cards, donated by school families, for guest families to choose from. The generosity did not end there. Wish List items, food and toy drives – coupled with monetary gifts – brought tidings of comfort and joy.

Special appearances by the Grinch, the Milwaukee Admirals, the Milwaukee Ballet and, of course, Santa, added to the wonder of the season. Santa’s helpers spent countless hours and used endless rolls of wrapping paper and tape to make sure the Big Guy had gifts to leave for each and every member of the 53 families staying at the House on Christmas Eve.

From our guest families and the RMHC Eastern WI staff, many thanks to our kindhearted friends for going above and beyond to make the House feel a little more like home during the holidays and throughout the year.

*The James W. Pihos Award was introduced in 2011 to recognize and honor an individual, corporation, foundation or organization for their dedication to the mission of Ronald McDonald House Charities Eastern Wisconsin through their vision, passion and philanthropic support.
"When I'm making my list and checking it twice, there are always good boys and girls staying at the Ronald McDonald House so it's especially important for me to pay them a visit even when they are far from home. Plus, they leave the best cookies and treats for my reindeer. I hope they weren't too disappointed that I was able to dodge their Santa Trap – it was a tough one, I tell ya! Ho, ho, ho!"
Our 2019 Volunteers

Our volunteers go above and beyond to help keep families close while their children are receiving medical treatment and we couldn’t do our work without them. We extend our sincere gratitude to each and every volunteer who has shared their time and talent, from serving a meal to volunteering at an event, and spreading the word about Ronald McDonald House Charities Eastern Wisconsin in the community. We recognize our shift and committee volunteers in the following pages. Please forgive any error or omission.

Board of Directors
Dennis Buchan
Christopher Daniels
Sandra Evans
Daniel Geigler
Anne Horter
Andrea Jonas
Todd Jones
Steve Kilian
Paul LeTourneau
Maureen Manning
Mark Natzke
Christopher Nickels
Jennifer Olk
Dave Sandstrom
Daniel Schwabe
Mark Ship
Patrick Sinks
Jeffrey Steren
Gary Zimmerman

Hospitality Volunteers
Najiah Abdullah
Jalen Akinsanya
Nichole Albee
Jennifer Alexander
Lakeisha Allen
Gina Alteri
Abby Amidzich
Lana Anderson
Joe Appazeller
Rachel Armstrong
Amy Arzbaecher
Linda Babcock
Marlene Backus
Barbara Baker
Karlie Bakovic
Nancy Balistreri
Brian Banach
Sue Barney
Natalie Barrett
Pamela Baumann
Liv Beaudoin
Carolyn Becker
Bonnie Benes
Katelyn Berken

Lois Bernard
Carol Bernier
Cindy Bian
Suzanne Bian
Sam Bielen
Alyssa Bohlmam
Linda Boldus
Paula Bond
Shelley Botchek
Joan Brandstaetter
Michelle Bratel
Mary Brauch
Sammi Brenner
Heidi Brittnacher
Annie Brown
Bridge Brown
Marlene Bruno
Bill Bunzel
Linda Bunzel
Alex Burwell
Celine Carlson
Ed Carson
Linda Carson
Jennifer Carter
Lila Carter
Ellen Charlier Anglim
Austin Cherian
Becky Coad
Izzy Consentino
Grace Conway
Daniela
Corona-Chavez
Kelly Crawford
Kiley Crosby
Mary Crosby
Sam Dancyk
Brandy De LeO
Carrie Dessecker
Piper Devine
Gerri Diedrich
Nicole Diedrich
Ashley Dobrzynski
Lauren Doers
Doireann Doherty
Matthew Dolan
Lynn Doucette
Jane Drees
Charlotte Dresdow
Patricia Driscoll
Betsy DuCanto
Eileen Dunning
Bill Durkin
Paul Engelberger
James Epperson
Anna Fasseas
Erin Fernandez
Pat Fleming
Yvonne Flessner
Clover Flowers
Caroline Flyke

Jacob Ford
Susan Frank
Donna Gagne
Kailyn Garro
Megan Gehl
Sandra Geiffuss
Sue Gerard
Marge Geyer
Cindy Giesen
Carolyn Gillespie
Jessica Gilmore
Brandon Glaeser
Sarah Goldman
Katie Good
Aditya Gopal
Ashley Grauman
Caroline Gundersen
Mary Haack
Jean Haberer
Natalie Hall
Aimee Halquist
Ryan Hambrook
Jess Hamilton
TJ Hampton
Mike Hamrin
Susie Hamrin
Mary Jo Hanley
Liz Hannas
Debbie Harder
Mary Harker
Carol Harper
Alexis Haskins
Deann Haskins
Jeri Hauser
Sheridan Hayes
Heather Healey
Carol Hegmann
Hannah Hellman
Gail Herda
Haley Hermus
Maura Hodan
Liz Hogan
Jiyeon Hong
Martha Hood
Bella Huschitt
Sara Hutson
Liz Ingrisano
Darleen Irwin
Mary Beth
Jablonowski
Brittany Jackson
Madelyn Jaeger
Janet Janowski
Marisa Janowski
Kyra Janowski
Mary Janson
Chris Jasinski
Barb Jensen
Lauren Jensen
Mia Jensen
Robin Jeske
Chris Johannes
Tehya John
Sally Jost
Nina Kahle
Molly Kalmer
Jackie Kalvoda
Debbie Kamyszek
Sebastian Kasun
Mary Kaupp
Cheri Kersey
Mona Khosla
Nancy Kiernan
Becky Klevan
Basia Klos
Barb Kohn
Chris Kopffmann
Pat Korth
Mark Kosobucki
Sammy Kotlarek
Lindsey Kowalke
Kim Krause
Megan Krupp
Kasandra Kubacki
Jenny Lambert
Heidi Lamkin
Amy Lang
Jessie Langerock
Jackson Lanke
Anna Larch
Cindy LaRoque
Alex Lasinsky
Nancy Lawton
Stephanie LeSage
Jennifer Lipinski
Connie Logelin
Jainelyz Lopez
Christine Lopez
Darleen Lovelace
Alana Luebeke
Corrina Lueptow
Nancy Madsen
Lynn Magin
Denny Mahrt
Sheri Mahrt
Mary Maier
Tom Makouske
Judy Mandy
Kathy Manz
Judy Maret
Michelle Martin
Robin Mateicka
Sheila McCormack
Peg McDonald
Marie Marfland
Lisa McKenna
Cindy Merritt
Kim Mielske
Maddie Miller
Amy Mineau
Peg Mitchell
Becky Kleven
Robby Milner
Christa Montgomery
Judy Moran

♥ This volunteer has at least 1,000 documented service hours and is a 1,000 Hour Club member
Ishma Rizvi
Katie Ripple
McKinley Righter
Carole Riegert
Lauren Richardson
Ryan Reynolds
Bridget Reynolds
Lauren Reilley
Pranay Reddy
Nettie Raue
Judy Randall
MJ Radowicz
Joel Quintana
Mary Pachowitz
Celleste Ptak
Mary Puccinelli
Joel Quintana
MJ Radowicz
Judy Randall
Nettie Raue
Pranay Reddy
Lauren Reilley
Pat Retzlaff
Bridget Reynolds
Ryan Reynolds
Lauren Richardson
Carole Riegert
McKinley Righter
Katie Ripple
Ishma Rizvi
Kaelie Rogan
Hannah Rogers
Rosie Rohrer
Anna Rowe
Abbi Rydell
Emma Rydell
Karen Saito
Maria Sandoval
Karen Sanfelippo
Michelle Sanford
Diane Scherer
Beth Scherner
Amber Schinneller
John Schiltfes Jr.
Sydney Schmidt
Reegan Schmidt
Sharon Schmitz
Mary Schopp
Lauren Schraufnagel
Hannah Shroble
Judy Schultz
Hope Seegert
Alli Sielaff
Carrie Snodgrass
Heidi Soba
Olivia Soba
Stacie Sobieski
Sandy Sobotka
Christine Sowinski
Christi Sperka
Margie Spicer
Jasmine Stanley
Barb Stave
Jacey Staven
Gaylene Stigl
Susan Stipan
Kathleen Stopczynski
Nicholas Storrs
Amy Strother
Linda Suminski
Adrienne Sumrall
Randi Suttles
Diana Szeflinski
Maddy Tabaska
Owen Tan
Karla Thorpe
Marsha Tietz
Gary Tosic
Mary Trager
Emily Trumble
Laura Trumble
Lori Uelner
Micaela Usama
Mikayla Utnehmer
Larry Van Inthoudt
Deborah Voight
Angelica Wacker
Dale Wagner
Anna Walczak
Sue Warner
Gail Weber
Pattie Webster
Nancy Wellingham
Kate Wesson
Kathy Westerbeek
Mary Ann Wickler
Bevereide
Aaron Wilder
Devian Williams
Katie Wilson
Elena Wilson
Peter Wilson
Katie Wissing
Amy Woyak
Julie Writz
Lizzie Wroblewski
Ellen Wruck
Emma Zak
Ellen Ziegler
Barb Zydowicz
Interns
Kaci Eisch
Emily Fosick
Olivia Kresse
Rosanna Mazzulla
Sophia Saito
Kitchen Keepers
Jennifer Andersen
Kevin Barrett
Kelsey Beld
Kathleen Braier
Mary Beth Deering
Judy Floyd
Mary Foley
Kirby Ham
Jane Hausman
Sarah Jones
Madeline Kilby
Susan Kilby
Wally Leibbrandt
Judy Mackenzie
Nancy Makouske
Chris Manegold
Hollie Mealy
Kyle Mertz
Kathi Miller
Marissa Morrison
Lori Pierrot
Vicky Schinker
School District of New Berlin
Pathways Transition Program
School District of Wauwatosa
Next Steps Program
Nicolet Community Enrichment
Lyle Stelter
Tricia Stowell
Tina Tilbury
Laurel Woods
Brenda Woznicki
John Yatso
Laura Yatso
Tom Ziegler
Master Gardeners
Sharon Benka
Kathy Bourne
Chris Cera
Chris Colla
Rita Dragani
Margot Dunn
Jill Fellrath
Sue Gerard
Kriss Landvatter
Kathy Lichter
Susan McGrath
Gail Morgan
Liz Nickerson
Lourdes Ocampo
Judith Osborne
Rosie Petroll
Nancy Pfau
Ann Phillips
Ken Phillips
Barb Sands
Marsha Tietz
Barb Troy
Nina Zealy
Office Assistants
Alysha Arnold
Vasilla Athens
Mike Bansemar
Margaret Blighton
Lisa Blind
Amy Boschel
Shelley Botchek
Chris Brittain
Judy Bruun
Carol Drury
Lynne Gerus
Connie Goggin
Charlene Guetzkow
Haley Haas
Ilia Hansen
Mary Harker
Heidi Johnson
Denice Juckem
Ann Lange
Lori Larch
Kara Loyd
Marina Luccas
Nancy Lundell
Mary Mainella
Angelle Manthey
Diane Milette
Martha Miller
Nicole Neu
Kelly Newman
Kristine Ochokci
Tracy Pease
Cindy Rogers
Mary Rogney
Debbie Schaefer
Suzanne Schultz
Cheryl Staley
Elin Strankowski
Becky Stribling
Lisa Sturm
Judy Teeters
Marsha Tietz
Kathleen Toohy
Barb Troy
Katie Vandercar
Joanne Wanner
Heidi Werner
Celine Zaffrann
Britney Zindars
Pet Therapy
Corinne Bauer & Alfi
Sue Bruk & Sasha
Gwen Clark
Adrienne Deming & Kali
Christine Dierbeck & Sydney
Beth Hurrle & McNugget
Alyssa Kowalske & Harper
Carol Michalski & Squirt
Tarah Randazzo & Archie
Caryn Uebelacker & Bailey
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Quilters
Mary Arndt
Catherine Beyer
Judy Dannenbrink
Sandy Guyer
Ginny Jovanovich
Annie Krahn
Kathlyn Kuenn
Ginny Mayer
Lola Melloch
Judith Miller
Pat Patoka
Marianne Peksa
Peg Pompe
Nancy Reading
Rita Rehlinger
Joanne Schaefer
Doris Sengaub
Ann Sherwood
Ranae Stavish
Lynn Stucker
Dee Uradnicek
Cheryl Mantz
Chris Magulski
Barb Kohn
Beth Hurrle
Susie Hamrin
John Gorman
Sandra Ellis
Steve Brynd
Michelle Bratel
Steve Backus
Bonnie Benes
Shelley Botchek
Aurora AT&T
Astellas Pharma
Alysha Arnold
Melissa Anderson
Jack Altstadt
LeRoy Apfel
Nick Luethner
Bellin College
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2019 Family Meal Program Groups

ABB Baldor
Power Solutions
ACS Architectural
Construction Services
Acuity Milwaukee
Field Claims Team
AFWC Group
AllState
Almo Corporation
Alpha Delta Pi
Appleton Supply Company
Arya’s Memory
ASQ
Associated Bank
Athletico Physical Therapy
Aurora Coronary ICU
Aurora Sinai Medical
Center Women’s
Care Center
Aurora St. Luke’s
Medical Center
Aurora West Allis
Inpatient Pharmacy
Aurora West Allis
Medical Center
Emergency Department
Auxiliary to Local 215,
Milwaukee
Fire Department
Avastrong Charity
Badalamente Family
Baird
Barth Family
Bayside Middle School
Becker Family
Bellfuss/Krenzien Families
Bell Bank Mortgage
BMO Harris Bank
Brady Corporation
Brew City F.O.O.L.S.
Brookfield East
National Honor Society
Brookfield Lutheran Church
Bruk Family
Bryant Women in HVAC
Caleffi North America, Inc.
Cardinal Stritch MBA
Program Cohort 04502
Carmax Cares
Carmen High School
Carroll University
Auxiliary Services
Carroll University
Love Your Melon
Carthage PreHealth Club
CBRE
CCB Technology
Chicago Title Company

Children’s Wisconsin Day Surgery Department
Children’s Wisconsin Emergency Department
Trauma Center
Children’s Wisconsin Health Management Team

Children’s Wisconsin Neonatal ICU
Children’s Wisconsin Neonatal Nurse Practitioners and Fellows
Children’s Wisconsin West 11
Children’s Wisconsin West 12
Chr. Hansen
Christ Lutheran Church
Clausen/Schmidt Families
Clear Channel
Cohen & Company
Columbia College of Nursing
Concordia University Love Your Melon
Concordia University Wisconsin Student Nursing Association
Concordia University Physician Assistant Program Class of 2020
Concordia University School of Pharmacy ASHP
Congregation Sinai
Continental Properties
Cookbook Potluck Club
Cookers With Hart
Corey’s Crew
Couple’s Club
Cousin’s Subs
Creative Business Interiors
Crossway Church Germantown
Crystal and Friends
CSM Lodging/Residence Inn Marriott Milwaukee Downtown
Dedicated Computing
Delta Kappa Gamma-Alpha Alpha

Delta Sigma Pi Marquette University
Delta Sigma Pi-Xi Chi
Direct Supply
Divine Redeemer Lutheran Church
DSHA Teens and Parents
Eastbrook Monday Small Group
Eaton
Eleanor’s Journey
Ellis/Panusuk Friends
Ellsworth Adhesives
Elmbrook General Dentistry
Elmbrook Junior Women’s Guild
Epikos Small Group
Equips
Everbrite LLC
Evergreen Pharmacy
Farmers Insurance
Faye’s Fein Brothers
Firefly Real Estate
First Federal Bank of WI, FFBWI
First Weber Realtors Metro South
Fischer Family
FJA Christiansen Roofing
Focus Credit Union
Foresters Financial
Fotsch Family Foundation
Franklin High School Varsity Dance Team
Franz Family
Gaffke/Winner/Andersen Families
Gagne Family
Grace Hmong Alliance Church
Grafton HOSA
Grandma’s House Day Care
Great Lakes Coca-Cola
Groh Family
Growing Green Child

www.RMHC-EasternWI.org
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Grunau Company
Hales Corners
Lutheran Church
Hales Corners
Lutheran Church - High School Ministry
Hamm Family and Friends
Hands of Hope
Christian Fellowship
Hangtimelite
Hannes Hustlers
Relay Team
HarperStrong
Helping Hands
Heritage Christian Schools
Herman Cheerios 4-H Club
Hill-Rom/Welch Allyn
Holy Apostles
Confirmation Class
Homestead
Moms and Sons
House Friends
Hydro Thermal Corporation
Integrated Risk Solutions
Jackson Moms
Jenssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Jeri Powalish and Friends
Johnson Family
Johnsonville
Jordan Family
JPMorgan
K&S Manufacturing
Kaileigh's Krew
Kappa Psi
Pharmaceutical Fraternity
KCI
Kenosha Women of the Moose 255
Kettle Moraine Ward of The Church of Jesus Christ of LDS
Kewaskum High School Service Crew
Kiwanis Club of Milwaukee
Kiwanis Club of North Shore Milwaukee
Kiwanis Club of Wauwatosa
Kohler Credit Union
Kohl's
Kohl's Black Professionals Business Resource Group
Kohl's Customer Insights
Kohl's Store Operations and Experience
Lamplight Farms
Lena Volleyball Team
Libertyville Community of Christ Church
Life Church
Limitless Builders
Linda Fixel and Friends
Lion of Judah Kingdom Ministries International
Live to Give
Manheim Milwaukee
Maria Sarandos
Family and Friends
Marquette University
Marta and Friends
Master Upsilon
Master's Family Speech and Hearing
Masters Gallery Foods, Inc.
MCW American Medical Women's Association
MCW Clinical Compliance
MCW FMSA
MCW Neonatology
MCW Pediatric Student Association
MCW Radiology Residents
Merkel & Friends
Metro Milwaukee Optimist Club
Michael Best & Friedrich LLP
Miles Family
MillerCoors
Milwaukee Church of Christ
Milwaukee Fun
Milwaukee Learning Leaders
Milwaukee Sting
Milwaukee Tool
Milwaukee Yacht Club
MPS OT/PT Department
MSDRA
Mt. Zion Lutheran Church Middle and High School Youth
Mukwonago Moms
Nathan Hale HOSA
National Association of Hispanic Nurses
National Italian Invitational Golf Tournament for Charities
Neroli Salon and Spa
New Berlin Eisenhower NHS
New Berlin Eisenhower Staff
New Berlin Junior Women's Club
New Holstein FFA
New London Mom Prom
Northbrook Church Cares
Northwestern Mutual NVISIA
Ohio State University Alumni Association of Wisconsin
Olson Family and Friends Orchestrating Good
Orozco Family and Friends Our Lords United Methodist Church
Palmyra Lions Club
Parkway Church
Parmentier Family
Passion for Bubbles Pay it Forward
PCIS Team Advocate
Aurora Health Care
Persike Family and Friends
Peter Schwabe Inc.
Petros Family
Pi Beta Phi Alumni Club
Pizur Cousins
Plunkett Raysich Architects, LLP.
Porcaro Family
Portview Church
Powers Realty Group
Pricco-Mickevicius Family Pro Health
Progressive Insurance
QPS Employment Group
Red Arrow Foods
Renewed Life Group SCC
Renewed Spring Creek Church
Residence Inn Milwaukee West/Courtyard
Milwaukee Airport Respiratory Therapy (Froedtert, CMH, SJWB)
Rooted in Mindfulness
Ruiz Family
Sarah & Friends
Saz's
Schenker Family
SE WAND (Wisconsin Academy of Nutrition & Dietetics)
Sendik's Home Office
Sensient Technologies
Sheri Jordan Family
Shorepoint Church
Shorewest Realtors
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. Rhoer Club
Sikich, LLP.
Southwest Airlines
Southwest Milwaukee Optimist Club
Sprague Family
St. Anthony on the Lake 5K Moms
St. Charles Hartland Outreach Service
St. John Vianney
St. Luke's Lutheran Church
Starbucks
Steel Partners
Stephenson Family
Studys Ministries
Teachers Who Care
Team Bryce
Team Sam
Team Superman Sam/Am Shalom
The Auberge at Oak Village
The "Bobcats"
The Brewers
Community Foundation
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints
The DDK Group at Baird
The Right Relief Inc.
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Thirty One - Independent Consultants
Three Pillars Senior Living
Thrivent Action
Team Volunteers
Tomorrow's Leaders - Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
Toni Shaw and Friends
Tosa Friends
Tosa Moms
Trevortucky
“An Ice Weekend” at The Corners of Brookfield

The Corners of Brookfield transformed into a winter wonderland for the second annual Winterfest in January. The event was sponsored by the Greater Brookfield Chamber of Commerce, the Milwaukee Admirals and 95.7 Big FM. Shops banded together to offer unbeatable specials, seasonal treats and activities. From interactive ice sculptures and face painting to a Hot Cocoa Crawl and even ice skating, there was fun for kids of all ages (and even their parents).

RMHC Eastern Wisconsin was grateful to have been selected as the charity of choice this year. For a donation to the House, Winterfest attendees could enjoy time whirling, twirling, gliding – and sometimes sliding – on the 40’ x 50’ synthetic, outdoor ice rink, free skate rental and a voucher for a Milwaukee Admirals game. Roscoe even made a special appearance during the event.

RMHC Eastern WI is thankful to The Corners of Brookfield, the Milwaukee Admirals and the community for skating together to raise more than $2,500 for our mission this year.

It’s The Milwaukee Admirals with an Assist!

Continental Properties and the Milwaukee Admirals Power Play Foundation have teamed up to make a $20 donation ($10 each) to RMHC Eastern Wisconsin for each assist by an Admirals player for the rest of the season. If you’re a hockey fan, you know that it often requires two assists to score a goal, and that means double the donation!

So don your lucky socks, wave your foam finger and cheer on those Admirals! If you’re in the area April 11, make plans to join us at the game for the check presentation. We’d love to see you there!
3 Ways to Donate

♥ Go online - www.RMHC-EasternWI.org
♥ Call Bridget - she'd love to talk to you! (414) 935-6511
♥ Clip it - send the form below to:
RMHC Eastern Wisconsin
Attn: Jennifer Krueger
8948 Watertown Plank Road,
Milwaukee, WI 53226

Enclosed is my gift $500 $250 $100 Other: _____
Name: _____________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________
Telephone: __________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________________

By giving your email address you will receive occasional e-newsletters. We do not sell or share information.
Credit Card: □ Visa □ AmEx □ MC □ Discover  Security Code: _____
CC Number: ________________________________________
Name on Card: ________________________________ Exp. Date: _______
Signature: ______________________________________________

Please make checks payable to Ronald McDonald House Charities Eastern Wisconsin.

Contributions are tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law.

It costs just over $128 per night for a family to stay at RMHC Eastern WI, yet we suggest our families make a donation of just $20 a night.

No family is ever turned away for their inability to pay. Your ongoing support is a major reason why.

Thank you for your generosity!

Our Mission:
To keep families together and promote the health and well-being of children